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Abstract

The Bank of Israel’s Information and Statistics Department gathers and manages 

information, the Department builds anonymization procedures for the information 

* Bank of Israel Information and Statistics Department.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Following the Global Financial Crisis of 2008, central banks, including the Bank of Israel, began managing 

quantities of information, there is an increasing need for databases of itemized data, which will enable the 

that manage statistical information tend to enable access to itemized information as well, for the purposes of 

managing policy, economic analysis, and research.  In order to allow access to such information within the 

capital market, the foreign exchange market, banking, the credit market, and more.  In this context, the 

Bank of Israel is currently building a credit register that includes itemized information on the credit history 

of borrowers in the economy, and which will help the credit bureaus1 in building models for the credit rating 

of borrowers.  Based on this register, the Information and Statistics Department will manage a statistical 

2  This process will 

1 

2  The anonymization process described in this work does not relate to series that the Information and Statistics Department 

publishes on the Bank of Israel’s website.  Those series present aggregate, and not itemized, information.
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risk and quantify the information that was lost as a result of the process.  It is clear that there is a tradeoff 

of the data, since there is a loss of information.

sample tables of data that include itemized information.3

2. TERMS THAT ARE RELEVANT TO THE 
ANONYMIZATION PROCESS

Statistical disclosure control – A general term describing the group of methods for reducing the risk of 

Anonymization

Disclosure4

 Identity disclosure

3  In order to maintain simplicity and precision as much as possible, we will deal here with data that include all of the 

4  See, for instance, item [4] in the Bibliography.
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 Characteristic disclosure

knowing his or her identity.

 Statistical disclosure – Identifying the characteristic of a person through a statistical analysis of 

Full name

Yisrael Yisraeli 123456

Monthly income in shekels

123456 5,000

Gender Age range Range of monthly income in shekels

Male 70–74 5,000–10,000

Female 70–74 5,000–10,000
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE STAGES IN THE 
ANONYMIZATION PROCESS

Flowchart of the anonymization process

 

scenarios

Assessment of risk in the 

Using the anonymization 
methods

assessing the information’s 
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 5

 

person’s state of health or income.

 

 

Disclosure scenarios6 are a group of assumptions that describe how a user, or another person exposed to the 

he knows.

Setting disclosure scenarios is necessary to the anonymization process, since we are trying to protect the 

setting these scenarios, because it is not general, but relates to certain disclosure scenarios.  The disclosure 

and in certain cases, the tendency is therefore to assume the worst case scenario.

according to the disclosure policy that depends on how the data are used, the purpose of the use, the identity 

5  See, for instance, item [7] in the Bibliography.
6  See, for instance, item [7] in the Bibliography.
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number of risk indices can be addressed.

 

referenced, there are two common requirements.

 K-anonymity requirement7

can be built, in which the number of cells is equal to the number of possible combinations.  Based on 

this table, the disclosure probability of each record can be calculated.  The purpose of this requirement 

is to protect against the disclosure of identity, because if a certain combination from the table relates to 

 I-diversity requirement8

him.

The following table presents these two requirements through a simple example of a scenario in which there 

7  See, for instance, item [7] in the Bibliography.
8  See item [5] in the Bibliography.

Record
Gender Age range

Frequency 

of the 

combination 

in the table

– interest rate 

the loan

different 

1 Male 50–60 3 2% 2

2 Male 50–60 3 4% 2

3 Male 50–60 3 4% 2

4 Female 40–50 3 2% 1

5 Female 40–50 3 2% 1

6 Female 40–50 3 2% 1
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Stage 4: Using the anonymization method

 Global recoding

the professions of statistician and mathematician can be consolidated into one common category if 

Record number Monthly income in shekels Monthly income after recoding

1 8,365 Up to 10,000

2 16,569 10,000–20,000

3 100,200 100,000–200,000

4 5,750 Up to 10,000
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 Upper and lower recoding

 Local suppression

of this method is that it deals only with records at high risk.  On the other hand, it creates a lack of 

Record 4 regarding the combination of male gender and the 20–30 age range, a combination in which 
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Age

Figure 1

Distribution of the Age Variable - Sample Data

Before local deletion After local deletion

Record

Gender Age range Gender Age range

1 Male 50–60 Male 50–60

2 Male 50–60 Male 50–60

3 Male 50–60 Male 50–60

4 Male 20–30 Male NA
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 Adding noise (additive)9

presented below.

 

where 

noise element.

 Adding adjusted noise

 Micro-aggregation10

9  See, for instance, item [8] in the Bibliography.
10  See, for instance, item [3] in the Bibliography.

XZ

Record

1 25 21.5

2 12 9

3 18 21.5

4 10 9

5 105 109

6 99 109

7 5 9

8 122 109
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 Post Randomization Method (PRAM)11

Categories within a certain set are replaced through a probability transition matrix with the probabilities 

.

In this matrix, we can see that the probabilities on the main diagonal, meaning the probabilities that there will 

be no change in the category, are the highest.  If this matrix is known, we can learn about the characteristics 

 

though this method is not preferred by researchers, since they generally prefer access to real data, it 

11  See, for instance, items [6] and [2] in the Bibliography.

P
i j

P Y j X i

Matrix with the probabilities that the categories will be replaced

New category

Original category 1 2 3

1 0.8 0.1 0.1

2 0.05 0.9 0.05

3 0.1 0.3 0.6
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12

forth) between them.

12  See item [4] in the Bibliography.

loss

Figure 2

Information Efficiency vs. Risk
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4. CONCLUSION

of it is lost.  The extent of anonymization is determined in accordance with information disclosure scenarios 

that we want to protect against.  Building these scenarios is a complex process that requires expertise in 

In an era in which information analysis is based more and more on powerful databases of itemized data, 

freedom of information for policy and economic research needs, while at the same time maintaining the 
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